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Summary: This project reports on a project-based, research-led collaboration between the British 

Library and students of the Centre for Digital Humanities Research at the Australian National 
University 

Short promo video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-mhh31somA 

Abstract:  

The teaching philosophy and pedagogy of the Centre for Digital Humanities Research (CDHR) at 
the Australian National University (ANU) focus on research-fuelled, practice-led, project-based 
learning. Students enrolled in jointly-taught undergraduate and postgraduate courses are given a 
task: to innovate at the intersection of digital technologies and cultural heritage sector institutions. 
The students are given a considerable amount of autonomy, and trusted to deliver. Their aim is to 
create digital prototypes, which open up GLAM sector materials to a new audience. In Semester 2 
2019 (July to November), the Digital Humanities: Theories and Projects course ran in collaboration 
with the British Library.  
 

Interdisciplinary, multilingual, and gender-balanced groups of students had eight weeks to create 
digital prototypes that would open up some part of the British Library’s digital collection to a new 
audience or otherwise illustrate a creative engagement with this cultural heritage material. Three 
examples that best showcase the diversity (and the creative genius!) of these groups and their 
approach to the British Library’s collection are a virtual reality (VR) concert hall, a Choose-You-
Own-Adventure-Game travelling through Medieval manuscripts, and an interactive treasure hunt 
mobile app, which incorporated animal sounds from the British Library’s collection. 
(Please note, a copy of these answers with hyperlinks to further information can be accessed at 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVqPAEb-
dpJ8_VCybD0pIeIBdeWABbh_Zb6iz6NjrUo/edit?usp=sharing) 
 (Please note, a copy of these answers with hyperlinks to further information can be accessed at 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVqPAEb-dpJ8_VCybD0pIeIBdeWABbh_Zb6iz6NjrUo/edit?usp=sharing) 

Research Question:  

The interdisciplinary field of Digital Humanities (DH) has only truly emerged as a widely taught 
discipline in the last decade. What has already become clear is the need for educational practices 
and assessment rubrics that mirror the diversity and non-traditional learning and research 
paradigms of the discipline. Regardless of approach, methodology, or domain, what unites DH is 
the value we place on collaboration, experimentation, and creativity.  Project-based learning is a 
natural fit to the research paradigms of DH.  
 

Over the past three years, we in the Centre for Digital Humanities Research (CDHR) at the 
Australian National University (ANU) have redesigned our teaching content from the evaluation of 
digital resources produced by others to engaging students - from undergraduate to postgraduate - 
in research-led, project-based, learning. We seek to find GLAM sector institutions interested in 
collaborations that enable us to experiment with their data. Our students get to work with 
fascinating materials, and in exchange, we challenge them to take  those first precarious, tentative 
and risky steps in creating a prototype or proof-of-concept. As educators this presents us with a 
number of different kinds of questions and challenges. Do GLAM sector institutions see the value 
in engaging with us? Will they trust students with their data?  What are the ethical considerations 
of engaging students in collaborative work for assessment, which can affect their individual 
academic careers? Finally, and most importantly: what creative, new and insightful ways will 
students develop for engaging with cultural heritage data when given the freedom and space to do 
so? Fortunately for our students, the British Library was the first institution willing to take the risk to 
explore new approaches to pedagogy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-mhh31somA
http://cdhr.anu.edu.au/
https://www.anu.edu.au/
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2020/course/HUMN2001
https://virtuosorachmaninoff.wixsite.com/vrsquared
https://thomaslarkin7.github.io/hypertextStory/
https://thomaslarkin7.github.io/hypertextStory/
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/BotanicGardensExtinctionHunt
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/BotanicGardensExtinctionHunt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVqPAEb-dpJ8_VCybD0pIeIBdeWABbh_Zb6iz6NjrUo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVqPAEb-dpJ8_VCybD0pIeIBdeWABbh_Zb6iz6NjrUo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVqPAEb-dpJ8_VCybD0pIeIBdeWABbh_Zb6iz6NjrUo/edit?usp=sharing
http://cdhr.anu.edu.au/
https://www.anu.edu.au/
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How does your project showcase British Library digital content? 

Rather than focus on a single dataset or specific curated content, the freedom awarded to the 
students to engage with the British Library’s content more widely resulted in a more holistic 
approach to the collection. The course resulted in 10 separate projects, showcasing remarkably 
diverse parts of the collection ranging from Medieval manuscripts (such as Royal MS 12 C. xix. 
Folios 12v-13), to the howl of a dingo from British Library Sounds. The collaboration with the 
British Library Labs enabled the students to engage with the material as they felt most 
appropriately reflected their lived experiences, cultural and linguistic backgrounds, as well as their 
areas of interest and expertise. It also opened up the collection to a new international audience 
with perspectives and interpretive lenses through which the collection is engaged with and 
understood. 

 What was your approach (methodology)? 

This collaboration with the British Library was immensely impactful as the initial step of a long-term 
process of the CDHR collaborating with the GLAM sector both in Australia and internationally. The 
successes of the student projects from the British Library collaboration enabled a similar project 
with the data of the National Film and Sound Archives of Australia in 2020. I envision that the 
HUMN2001: Digital Humanities Theories and Projects, and its postgraduate equivalent 
HUMN6001 will be taught with a different cultural heritage institution each year, resulting a 
growing network of GLAM sector collaborations, all made possible by the British Library’s initial 
trust and willingness to engage with this pedagogical experiment.  
 

Examples of additional outputs from the collaboration also include a talk titled Library Datasets as 
Linked Data: Investigating Ways to Aggregate Bibliographical Metadata from Disparate Databases 
that I gave at the British Library in July 2019 and the post Using British Library Cultural Heritage 
Data for a Digital Humanities Research Course at the Australian National University published on 
the British Library blog.   
 

I also successfully applied for $6,000 in funding from the Research School of Humanities and the 
Arts Distinguished Visitor program to enable Mahendra to visit the ANU in October 2019. During 
his visit, Mahendra contributed to the course, but also gave a public talk (titled A Digital Magical 
Mystery Tour of the British Library’s Collections and its Projects and available on the CDHR 
website ) on 23rd October 2019, as well as a hands-on Data Journeys workshop exploring and 
challenging  to ANU academics to become derived dataset authors on the British Library’s open 
data-set platform (30th October 2019). This event attracted the maximum number of participants 
(limited by the space allocation of the Digital Humanities Lab), including existing CDHR 
Associates, as well as new colleagues across the ANU, who have since then been added to our 
Associates (as listed at https://cdhr.cass.anu.edu.au/people/associates).  
 
During his visit, Mr Mahey also met with postgraduate students enrolled in other CDHR courses; 
met with colleagues across the ANU, including other visiting RSHA-funded visitors (such as Dr 
Lisa Beaven, La Trobe), as well as other Australian Digital Humanities experts (such as 
Assoc/Prof Tim Sherratt, University of Canberra). 
 

Mr Mahey's visit was significant in helping me personally, because in this context, I was invited to 
become a Researcher in Residence at the British Library. Mr Mahey has also included me in a 
newly curated, international online community of Digital Labs practitioners. The Finnish National 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Royal_MS_12_c_xix
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Royal_MS_12_c_xix
https://sounds.bl.uk/Environment/Early-wildlife-recordings/022M-1CS0070755XX-0200V0
https://sounds.bl.uk/
http://cdhr.anu.edu.au/
https://www.nfsa.gov.au/
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2020/course/HUMN2001
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2020/course/HUMN6001
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/11/using-british-library-cultural-heritage-data-for-a-digital-humanities-research-course-at-the-austral.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/11/using-british-library-cultural-heritage-data-for-a-digital-humanities-research-course-at-the-austral.html
https://cdhr.cass.anu.edu.au/media/public-talk-digital-magical-mystery-tour-british-library-s-collections-and-its-projects-0
https://cdhr.cass.anu.edu.au/media/public-talk-digital-magical-mystery-tour-british-library-s-collections-and-its-projects-0
https://cdhr.cass.anu.edu.au/events/data-journeys
https://cdhr.cass.anu.edu.au/people/associates
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Library has in 2020 consulted me regarding my Researcher in Residence experience at the British 
Library. 

Did you face any challenges, and if so how did you overcome them? 

I am a Senior lecturer in Digital Humanities. My research involves experimentation into the ways 
digital technologies can be used in the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, including the role of 
gamification and informal online environments in education. I am a member of the Australian 
Government Linked Data Working Group, a 2016 Fellow of the Software Sustainability Institute, 
UK; and a eResearch South Australia (eRSA) HASS DEVL (Humanities Arts and Social Sciences 
Data Enhanced Virtual Laboratory) Champion, as well as iSchool Research Fellow at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA (2019 - 2021) and a British Library Researcher in 
Residence. In 2020, I was appointed a member of the Territory Records Advisory Council, 
Territory Records Office, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT) Government. I am also on the Steering Committee of Linked Pasts, an 
international consortium for Linked Data in the Humanities, and the Chair of the Advisory Board for 
Conductive Music, a community interest company in the UK. 
  
HUMN2001: Digital Humanities Theories and Projects, and its postgraduate equivalent HUMN6001 
are core courses for the programs delivered from the CDHR. HUMN2001 is a compulsory course 
for both the Minor and the Major in Digital Humanities for the Bachelor of Arts; HUMN6001 is a core, 
compulsory course in the Master of Digital Humanities and Public Culture. Three of the projects 
have been showcased on the British Library’s blog.  

Impact your project has made 

This collaboration with the British Library was immensely impactful as the initial step of a long-term 
process of the CDHR collaborating with the GLAM sector both in Australia and internationally. The 
successes of the student projects from the British Library collaboration enabled a similar project with 
the data of the National Film and Sound Archives of Australia in 2020. I envisage that the 
HUMN2001: Digital Humanities Theories and Projects, and its postgraduate equivalent HUMN6001 
will be taught with a different cultural heritage institution each year, resulting a growing network of 
GLAM sector collaborations, all made possible by the British Library’s initial trust and willingness to 
engage with this pedagogical experiment.  

Examples of additional outputs from the collaboration also include a talk titled Library Datasets as 
Linked Data: Investigating Ways to Aggregate Bibliographical Metadata from Disparate Databases 
that I gave at the British Library in July 2019 and the post Using British Library Cultural Heritage 
Data for a Digital Humanities Research Course at the Australian National University published on 
the British Library blog.   

I also successfully applied for $6,000 in funding from the Research School of Humanities and the 
Arts Distinguished Visitor program to enable Mahendra to visit the ANU in October 2019. During his 
visit, Mahendra contributed to the course, but also gave a public talk (titled A Digital Magical Mystery 
Tour of the British Library’s Collections and its Projects and available on the CDHR website ) on 
23rd October 2019, as well as a hands-on Data Journeys workshop exploring and challenging  to 

ANU academics to become derived dataset authors on the British Library’s open data‑set platform 
(30th October 2019). This event attracted the maximum number of participants (limited by the space 
allocation of the Digital Humanities Lab), including existing CDHR Associates, as well as new 
colleagues across the ANU, who have since then been added to our Associates (as listed at 
https://cdhr.cass.anu.edu.au/people/associates).  

During his visit, Mr Mahey also met with postgraduate students enrolled in other CDHR courses; 
met with colleagues across the ANU, including other visiting RSHA-funded visitors (such as Dr Lisa 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=JhxRWDkAAAAJ&hl=en
https://www.software.ac.uk/
https://ardc.edu.au/project/humanities-arts-and-social-sciences/
https://ischool.illinois.edu/
https://ischool.illinois.edu/
https://www.cmtedd.act.gov.au/
https://www.cmtedd.act.gov.au/
http://linkedpasts.org/
http://conductivemusic.uk/
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2020/course/HUMN2001
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2020/course/HUMN6001
http://cdhr.anu.edu.au/
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2021/minor/DIHU-MIN
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2021/major/DIHU-MAJ
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2021/program/MDHPC
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/11/using-british-library-cultural-heritage-data-for-a-digital-humanities-research-course-at-the-austral.html?fbclid=IwAR2LInAPwZ-O7DLqmME46KV-LgDr7g9wDE-V9fSWOb77ZNNSQCYDJKMd6Yo
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Beaven, La Trobe), as well as other Australian Digital Humanities experts (such as Assoc/Prof Tim 
Sherratt, University of Canberra). 

Mr Mahey's visit was significant in helping me personally, because in this context, I was invited to 
become a Researcher in Residence at the British Library. Mr Mahey has also included me in a newly 
curated, international online community of Digital Labs practitioners. The Finnish National Library 
has in 2020 consulted me regarding my Researcher in Residence experience at the British Library. 

Background information of submitter (or team) 

I am a Senior lecturer in Digital Humanities. My research involves experimentation into the ways 
digital technologies can be used in the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, including the role of 
gamification and informal online environments in education. I am a member of the Australian 
Government Linked Data Working Group, a 2016 Fellow of the Software Sustainability Institute, 
UK; and a eResearch South Australia (eRSA) HASS DEVL (Humanities Arts and Social Sciences 
Data Enhanced Virtual Laboratory) Champion, as well as iSchool Research Fellow at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA (2019 - 2021) and a British Library Researcher in 
Residence. In 2020, I was appointed a member of the Territory Records Advisory Council, 
Territory Records Office, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT) Government. I am also on the Steering Committee of Linked Pasts, an 
international consortium for Linked Data in the Humanities, and the Chair of the Advisory Board for 
Conductive Music, a community interest company in the UK. 
  

HUMN2001: Digital Humanities Theories and Projects, and its postgraduate equivalent HUMN6001 
are core courses for the programs delivered from the CDHR. HUMN2001 is a compulsory course 
for both the Minor and the Major in Digital Humanities for the Bachelor of Arts; HUMN6001 is a core, 
compulsory course in the Master of Digital Humanities and Public Culture. Three of the projects 
have been showcased on the British Library’s blog. 
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